Since it was presented by Google in 2004, MapReduce (MR) [1] has been emerged as a popular framework for Big Data processing model in cluster environment and cloud computing [2] . It has become a key of success for processing, analyzing and managing large data sets with some number of implementations including the open-source Hadoop framework [3, 4] . MR has many interesting qualities, highly noticed in its design and plainness in writing programs. It has only two functions, known as Map and Reduce, written by developer to process key-value data pairs. Even though, MR is very simple to understand its principle and basic concepts but it is hard to develop, optimize, and maintain its functions especially in large-scale projects [5] . MR requires approaching any problem in terms of key-value pairs where each pair can be independently computed. Also, coding efficient MapReduce programs, mainly in Java, was non-trivial for those who interested to build large-scale projects even though their programming level. This meant that many operations need multiple inputs/outputs, both simple and complex, that were very hard to achieve without wasting programming efforts and time.
Introduction
Furthermore, MR knows several limitations coming from its batch nature to handle streaming data [6, 7] . In addition, it is unsuitable for many operations with multiple inputs like Join operation [6, 8] . Therefore, the difficulty related to low-level programming of MR gives rise to high-level query languages (HLQL) based on MR, an abstraction layer constructed directly on the top of MR, designed to translate queries and scripts into executable native MR jobs.
High-Level MapReduce Query Languages (MapReduce-based HLQL) are built directly on the top of Hadoop MR to facilitate using MR as the low-level programming model [5] . They outline the absence of support that MR provides for complex dataflows and they provide explicit support for multiple data sources. Moreover, the choice of the Big Data processing model has a crucial role to play in the implementation of HLQL [9] . Several Big Data Processing model have been suggested in combined with MR, such as Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) and Bulk Synchronous Processing (BSP) [10, 11] . These two models can be combined with Hadoop but can not depend on MR. However, other HLQL based on RDD or BSP as Big Data programming model which offers an abstract model of parallel architectures and algorithms based on memory or processor computing. In fact, RDD shows a weak evaluation because of RDD data transformations [12] . RDD's data can be recomputed if they have lost in failure because it avoids data replication [12] . HLQL based on RDD do many iterative computations on the same data which necessities a lot of memory for keeping the data [13] . Therefore, the use of the main memory by HLQL based on RDD affects the cost of the infrastructure because memory resources are very expensive than disk. Data continue to increase, and HLQL based on RDD needs more expensive infrastructure compared to MapReduce-based HLQL [14] . In other words, the BSP model shows the same issues presented by RDD but in term of processor-memory pairs. In addition, BSP model is a sequence of supersteps and each super-step produces in three phases [15] . In each phase, data computed by processor from memory. Therefore, BSP needs to minimize the computation time of each phase partitions. Many interactions are requested between other processors and the synchronization between processors is also a potential source of errors in HLQL based on BSP [16] .
In the light of the previous limitations mentioned in these processing models in terms of the exhaustive need for expensive memory and the need for successive data transformations, we are interested, in this paper, with the MR processing model [3] . There are many advantages in this model, such as it processes data on disk without requiring many transformations on data. MR processing model is based on a simple programming model and plainness in writing programs. It is cost-effective and flexible Big Data processing model which has access to various new sources of applications [15, 17] . Therefore, we investigate MapReduce-based HLQL that built directly on the top of MR, which translate all queries and scripts to be executed into native MR jobs. Their queries are automatically compiled to translate equivalent native MR jobs for execution, while other HLQL do not make the native translation into jobs. These MapReduce-based HLQL provide more abstract query languages, extending the MR programming model. They remove the burden of MR programming away from the developers and make a soft migration of existing competences with SQL skills to Big Data environment. JAQL, Big SQL, Hive and Pig are all the very used languages built on the top of MR to translate their queries into native MR jobs, named respectively JAQL [18] , Ansi-SQL [19] , HiveQL [20] and Pig Latin [21] .
The four MapReduce-based HLQL presented in this paper have built-in support for data partitioning, parallel execution and random access of data. In this paper, we choose the four MapReduce-based HLQL because they offer the developers the opportunity to write small and easy programs, which are equivalent to MR programs. All these languages compile and execute their queries into native MR jobs, as well as they built on the top of MR [5, 19] . The developer can write programs in high-level other than writing in low-level MR programs. Furthermore, our study has a large impact in the MapReducebased HLQL development communities, in terms of describing technical limitations and advantages, presenting results and providing recommendations for each MapReduce-based HLQL regarding their features, ease of programming and performance. The essential metrics used in our work are: increasing input size, scale-out number of nodes and controlling number of Reducer tasks. These metrics are the appropriate and canonical benchmarks used in the literature review of MR and HLQL [5, [22] [23] [24] .
Moreover, to demonstrate how much shorter are the different queries of each MapReduce-based HLQL, we investigate specifically the concise language to give insight into programming languages perspectives, such as: ease of programming with the average ratio compared with MR, ease of configuration to link with Hadoop, and execution environment [5, 9] . Moreover, we make a comparison summary for developers to facilitate their choice of each MapReduce-based HLQL to fulfill their needs and interests.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: After presenting literature review and related works in "Related work" section. In "Background and languages" section, we go through a synthetic study of these MapReduce-based HLQL in order to present their advantages, perspectives and architecture. Then, we compare the conciseness of each MapReduce-based HLQL using the source lines and instructions of code metric. In "High-level MapReduce query languages comparison" section, we further make a comparison of how expressive are the MapReduce-based HLQL, to determine whether or not that MapReduce-based HLQL pay a performance penalty for providing more abstract languages. In "Results and discussion" section, for each benchmark metric, we take a direct implementation using basis performance of MR, which allows to assess and evaluate the overhead of each MapReduce-based HLQL. Finally, "Conclusion" section concludes this paper.
Related work
Since its emergence publication in [1] , MR processing model has become a criterion of certain analytical tasks. The same authors point out an extensive increase of the number of MR processes that ran in some very large companies during its first years of emergence [25] . Afterwards, MR becomes a popular Big Data processing model for largescale data sets running on clusters in fault tolerant manner [1, 3] . In addition to MR processing model, several Big Data processing models have been proposed, such as RDD [11] and BSP [10] , which are considered as other alternative Big Data processing models of some HLQL. Fegaras et al. [26] proposed MRQL as SQL-like query language for large-scale data analysis. MRQL is a HLQL based on BSP that can evaluate their queries in four modes [27] : MR mode using Apache Hadoop [1] , BSP mode using Apache Hama [28] , Spark mode using Apache Spark [24] , and in Flink mode using Apache Flink [29] . In MRQL-to-MR mode, MRQL translates MRQL queries in physical MR algebraic operators, which optimizes and translates the algebraic form to a physical plan consisting of the physical MR operators and not into native MR jobs [26] . In [28] , the authors presented Apache Hama, BSP-based model processing, which provides not only pure BSP programming model but it is also constructed on the top of HDFS [30] . Further, the work implemented in [31] presents Apache Drill as an interactive ad-hoc analysis. It is created as Apache Incubator Project [32] . This work offers better low latency SQL engine but its application tool and visualization are very limited to customization. Moreover, it is absolutely not dependent on Hadoop [31] . Apache Phoenix is used only for HBase data and compiles queries into native HBase calls, without any interaction with MR [33] . Chang et al. [34] proposed the framework HAWQ which is another HLQL, it breaks complex queries into small tasks and distributes them to massively parallel processing (MPP) query processing units for execution [23] .
In [35] , the authors have presented Impala, an open-source MPP SQL query engine designed specifically to leverage the flexibility and scalability of Hadoop framework. However, Impala is an intensive memory and effectively not applicable for heavy data operations like Joins because it is not possible to transmit massive data into the memory. Furthermore, fault tolerance is not supported by Impala. The authors have proposed Llama as an intermediate component for integrated resource management within YARN [36] . Therefore, it can not translate their queries into native MR jobs. Moreover, the number of Hadoop-based systems has increased significantly. These systems use another framework to process SQL-like queries. Spark Core is one of the executive systems to process SQL-like queries of Spark framework. Thus, every other functionality is built on the top of Spark Core.
Michael et al. [37] presented Spark SQL as SQL-like data processing built on the top of Spark Core. The presented Spark SQL processes data upon RDD abstraction which has many limitations in computations and data in-memory nature [12, 13] . The use of the main memory by Spark SQL affects more cost-effective of the infrastructure, due to memory resources which are very expensive than disk while Hadoop processes data on disk [38] . Spark needs larger expensive infrastructure compared to Hadoop [14] . Further, developers are limited by using Spark SQL because is supported only in Spark [19, 37] . But in reality, interested companies need a generic solution that works with a lot of native SQL or like-SQL and is easily scalable to any future systems [19, 39] . As result, HLQL based on BSP or RDD show many limitations according to their processing models nature and the manner in which these HLQL based on BSP and RDD are implemented. They require more memory that is expensive and many complex computations on the data. These HLQL have a complex configuration to link with another open-source framework and do not provide easy programming.
Therefore, HLQL based on MR have built-in support for data partitioning, parallel execution and random access of data. They offer the opportunity to write small and easy programs, which are equivalent to MR programs. These HLQL based on MR compile their queries and scripts into executable native MR jobs, as well as they built on the top of MR, without many transformations on data. The developer can write programs in high-level other than writing in low-level MR programs. In fact, many works have been realized in MR query optimization: Pig Latin [21] and HiveQL [20] provide HLQL developed on the top of MR. They define an SQL-like high-level languages for processing large-scale analytic workloads. A performance comparison between three HLQL is conducted in the work [5] , the authors show that Hive is more efficient than Pig using scaling input data size, processing units and execution time [40] . They used only two metrics to evaluate the performance of their three HLQL: JAQL, HiveQL and Pig Latin. In [21] , the authors describe the challenges that have faced in developing Pig, and reported performance comparisons between Pig execution and raw MR execution. In [41] , the authors have chosen two specific languages: Pig and JAQL. They compared them regarding two metrics. Another performance analysis of high-level query languages is implemented in [22] . The authors have analyzed the performance of the three high-level query languages Pig, Hive, and JAQL based on the processing time. All existing HLQL based on MR are not included in their work and they have used only one metric.
Our work differs from the previous studies in the literature by specifying MR as a Big Data processing model and adding the recent MapReduce-based HLQL, Big SQL which is native SQL query language that translates native Big SQL queries into native MR jobs. Also, we compare Big SQL with the very used MapReduce-based HLQL in their recent and stable version: JAQL, Hive and Pig. Therefore, we have added more than two metrics to evaluate the performance of the four MapReduce-based HLQL: JAQL, Hive, Pig and Big SQL. These metrics are: increasing input size, scale-out number of nodes and controlling number of Reducers. Besides the previous three metrics, we add other valuable one which is the language conciseness that gives insight into language programming perspectives, such as: ease of programming with the average ratio compared with MR and ease of configuration to link with Hadoop, the execution environment. Finally, we offer a summary for developers to choose the MapReduce-based HLQL which fulfill their needs and interests.
Background and languages
There are four MapReduce-based HLQL presented in this paper that have emerged out of the MR programing model. They also provide abstractions on the top of Hadoop framework. These abstractions are used to reduce the amount of low-level difficulties required for typical tasks and to translate queries into native MR jobs. Moreover, they allow developers to write programs using MapReduce-based HLQL abstractions that can be compiled into native MR jobs. These languages provide several operators, so developers can develop their own functions for reading, writing, and processing data. MapReduce-based HLQL are easy to be scripted, modified, and understood. Their relationship with Hadoop is shown in Fig. 1 .
Hive: a data warehousing over Hadoop
Hive is a data warehouse infrastructure, built on the top of Hadoop framework that is developed by Facebook [20] . It provides a simple query language called HiveQL that supports queries expressed in a SQL-like declarative query language. Hive queries are compiled and translated into MR jobs that are executed on Hadoop. Hive provides a SQL-like, called Hive query language (HiveQL) for querying data stored in a Hadoop [42] . Having SQL-like features, HiveQL provides several functions and operations like group by, joins, aggregation etc. In other words, it provides an easy data summarization, ad-hoc querying and analysis of large volumes of data.
The Hive architecture presented in the Fig. 2 is mainly composed of four main components. The first component is the external interface that consists of sub-component: command line (CLI), web user interface, application-programming interface (API) shown either as JDBC or ODBC [20] . The next one is the driver manager, the life cycle of HiveQL statements during compilation and execution that receives the queries and creates a session handle [23] . The third component is the compiler invoked by the driver upon receiving HiveQL queries. It translates those statements for generating an execution plan. The fourth one is the metastore which is the system catalog for Hive. It performs the validation of the relational schema or query. All other components of Hive interact with the metastore [20] . 
JAQL: a JSON query language to MR
JAQL [18] is a functional scripting language with data model based on JavaScript Object Notation Language (JSON) [43] . JAQL facilitates parallel processing by translating high-level queries into low-level ones [44] . It is a dataflow language that manipulates semi-structured data using JSON values. It is able to exploit massive parallelism in a transparent manner using Hadoop framework. It started as an open-source project at Google, but IBM took the latest releases as primary data processing language [5, 18] . JAQL is extendable with integration point for various data sources like local and distributed file systems, NoSQL (HBase) and relational databases. When comparing JAQL with developing dataflows directly with MR framework, JAQL have exhibited similar advantages in relational database systems. It provides a proven abstraction for data management systems. At the point of running, JAQL transforms the parsed statement into equivalent optimized statement. The optimized query can be transformed back to JAQL code. The latter is useful for debugging. Moreover, JAQL provides SQL with native JAQL functions that can parameterize and package any JAQL logic. Furthermore, JAQL can be extended with UDF (user defined functions), written in JAQL itself. However, it is possible to be used as a general-purpose programming language, JAQL is the foundation for Big SQL presented in the following subsection. The Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture system of JAQL [18] .
Big SQL: native SQL access on the top of MR
Hive provides HiveQL [20] , a SQL-like, but not SQL. It has some limitations in query access for Hadoop at the level of the data types: no varchar, no decimal and others. HiveQL have not join support, and despite the JDBC/ODBC driver limitations, all queries are executed in MR jobs. All those limitations require a native SQL access for Hadoop, namely Big SQL.
Big SQL [19, 45] is MapReduce-based HLQL designed for providing native SQL for querying data managed by Hadoop, and developed mainly by IBM [19] . Big SQL provides massively parallel processing SQL that can deploy directly on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [30] . It is able to use a low-latency parallel execution processing that access directly on the Hadoop data natively for reading and writing SQL queries. Big SQL is able to run on the top of Hadoop and to translate all queries to native MR jobs. It Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of Big SQL and how it fits the Hadoop ecosystem. It supports JDBC/ODBC driver access from Linux and Windows platforms. Big SQL uses HCatalog (metastore) of Hbase for data access and the Hive storage engines to read/write data. In addition, it provides the ability to create virtual tables because the data is synthesized via JAQL scripts. Big SQL provides its own HBase storage handler due to its capacity to execute all queries in parallel execution through MR processing model. By its Ansi-SQL language, Big SQL provides direct access for low-latency queries. The Big SQL engine supports joins, unions, grouping, common table expressions, and other familiar SQL expressions.
Pig: a high-level data flow language for Hadoop
Pig [21] is a high-level data flow language for data transformation which used to analyze massive datasets and represent them as data flows. The language used for expressing these data flows is Pig Latin. This language is an abstraction of the MR programming model which makes it a HLQL constructed on the top of Hadoop. It includes many traditional data operations (sort, join, filter, etc.), as well as the ability for programmers to develop their own functions for accessing, processing, and analyzing data [23] . Pig provides an engine for executing data flows in parallel manner using Hadoop framework. The architecture of Pig is shown in 
High-level MapReduce query languages comparison
The four specific MapReduce-based HLQL presented in this paper establish an abstract layer for utilizing the MR programming model. We have chosen to compare JAQL, Big SQL, Hive and Pig regarding their features, ease of programming and speed of programming. To differentiate the insightful perspective of MapReduce-based HLQL, we used the WordCount benchmark of each language, which is the appropriate canonical benchmark used in the literature review of MR and MapReduce-based HLQL [5, [22] [23] [24] . In each MapReduce-based HLQL, we investigate specifically the conciseness of each language, which gives insight into MapReduce-based HLQL perspectives and draw a comparison, on the one hand, to examine how expressive are the MapReduce-based HLQL, on the other hand, to determine whether or not MapReduce-based HLQL pay a performance penalty for providing more abstract languages.
Programming languages with MapReduce-based HLQL
The Hive query language (HiveQL) includes a subset of SQL-like and some useful extensions in this comparison. Traditional SQL characteristics such as: sub-queries, group by and aggregations, various types of joins, union all and other functions make the language very SQL-like. Concerning the principal characteristics of JAQL and its capability to read/write from different storage types, mainly the HDFS, local file system, HTTP and HBase. JAQL is extendable with user defined functions (UDF), either written in many popular programming languages or in JAQL itself. Its values, arguments, variables and return values, named key are JSON objects or JAQL functions. The JAQL word count is given in Listing 1.2. Big SQL requires creating tables and familiarizing them with data. It supports a Create Table statement and a LOAD command for moving data. Although, the fundamental syntax of Big SQL query is similar to SQL, there are some aspects of Big SQL, table creation and data loading, that probably will not. The Load command of Big SQL reads and moves data simply and directly from several relational DBMS as well as from files stored locally or in HDFS. The Big SQL word count query is given in Listing 1.3. With its language Pig Latin, Pig takes three key aspects in account [35] for its development. The first key allows developers to create programs which are easy to write, understand, and maintain. The second key is the optimization whose tasks are to transform and allow system optimizing their execution automatically. The last one is the extensibility where developers can create their own functions by the UDF. The Pig Latin word count is shown in Listing 1.4. 
Comparative analysis of MapReduce-based HLQL
This subsection outlines the concise language of the four MapReduce-based HLQL. It gives a general insight from these languages perspectives with the average ratio compared with MR. For each benchmark, we compare the conciseness between the four MapReduce-based HLQL with MR using the source lines of code metric (Fig. 7) . We further evaluate the four MapReduce-based HLQL based on the use of computational power to achieve the performance comparison (Fig. 6) . Figure 6 shows the computational power of JAQL, Big SQL, Hive and Pig, MR and MR-Merge model [46] . The principal idea of MR-Merge is to bring relational operations into parallel data processing. It can be used to implement some derived relational operators. Thus, MR-Merge is relationally complete; whereas, MR is not relationally complete. Neither Pig Latin nor HiveQL provides loop structures required to be established as Turing Complete languages. Pig Latin and HiveQL can both extend UDF. JAQL provides not only recursive function but it can be also defined as Turing Complete. Big SQL can extend UDF in the context of the "Select" list of queries or in a "where clause" to filter data. Figure 7 illustrates the source lines of the four MapReduce-based HLQL's code metric, with a direct implementation of Java MR, to focus on the abstract nature of these languages in order to compare the used conciseness in the WordCount, Join and web log processing benchmark.
Programs in all four MapReduce-based HLQL (JAQL, Big SQL, Hive and Pig) are shorter than the equivalent Java MR:
• WordCount: MR is 39 lines and all MapReduce-based HLQL are smaller than 6 lines.
• Join: MR is 95 lines and all MapReduce-based HLQL are smaller than 8 lines.
• Web log processing: Java is 140 lines and all MapReduce-based HLQL are smaller than 6 lines.
Not RelaƟonally Complete MapReduce

RelaƟonally Complete
RelaƟonal Algebra Developers spend more time in writing the MR manually, debugging large applications, and hence require a magnitude program size. Figure 7 highlights the abstract nature of these four languages through presenting the source lines of code for each benchmark metric which is much smaller than the equivalent Java MR. Pig and Hive are unable to check and control the number of Reducer tasks within the language syntax. They can tune this parameter to improve the runtime performance. JAQL has proved to be both the most computationally powerful language and Turing Complete. Moreover, Big SQL is the shortest high-level language compared to all MapReduce-based HLQL and MR.
Results and discussion
This section outlines the runtime environment used for the performance comparison of the four MapReduce-based HLQL. The metrics used for making a systematic performance comparison are: increasing input size, scale-out number of nodes and controlling reducer tasks. The performance baseline for each benchmark is a direct implementation of MR, which allow the developers to assess the overhead of each MapReduce-based HLQL. Moreover, WordCount is one of the applicable canonical benchmarks in the literature of Hadoop MR. Furthermore, the Web Log benchmark is another standard used for processing purposes. It is based on the processing of queries to count the average time spent on the website pages by each visitor on a set of web files in a textual format. The Join benchmark consists of two sub-tasks that perform selecting data from two tables. These three benchmarks are the appropriate traditional ones founded in the literature review of MR and HLQL [5, [22] [23] [24] .
All experiments utilize only Hadoop MR v2.7.2 (latest stable version) as execution engine, Hive v2.3.2, Pig v0.17.0, JAQL v0.6 and Big SQL v4.2.4 were running on cluster consisting of one dedicated to NameNode and ten DataNodes. Each node was equipped with processor Intel Core i5-5300U CPU 2.30 GHz and 8 GB of RAM. We have used 10 datasets, for x = 1,…,10 of size x = 2GBs. That is, the largest dataset is 
Increasing input size metric
To perform the scaling input size measurement of each MapReduce-based HLQL, the size of the cluster is fixed at one NameNode and ten DataNodes, and the dataset size has been doubled for each experiment to get the required results. This experiment is based on the analysis of the processing time by using the WordCount, web log processing and the Join program. All the used programs are written with the four MapReduce-based HLQL namely JAQL, Ansi-SQL, HiveQL and Pig Latin. A prominent characteristic of these three measurements is about the total running time, which increases with the input size. It can be observed that Pig and JAQL achieve similar performance, though both MR Java and Hive perform considerably better. This can be seen clearly from experiment results shown in Figs. 8, 9 , whereas, Big SQL is the most powerful processing time in the three experiments presented previously (Figs. 8, 9, 10 ). In the Join benchmark, from the smallest (x1) to the largest data input size (x10), JAQL has the highest running time compared to other MapReduce-based HLQL and MR Java (Fig. 10) . Big SQL achieves the lowest running time among all other languages with 42% quicker than JAQL (Fig. 8) .
As a result, in Figs. 9 and 10, a weak performance is delivered by Pig in every running time performance of Join benchmark compared to its high performance in web log processing. While comparing these MapReduce-based HLQL at the level of the running time, we find that the Join benchmark of the MR java, Hive and Pig take almost the same execution time (Fig. 10) . On one hand, JAQL takes a long running time. On the other hand, Big SQL is characterized by less running time in increasing input size metric. 
Scale-out number of nodes
We carry out another experiment where we have focused on the number of nodes (DataNodes). These number will be increased from 1 NameNode/DataNode to 1 NameNode and 10 DataNodes. The size of input datasets is fixed in x10. The results of these experiments, scale-out number of nodes, are represented in Figs. 11, 12.
All these results clearly illustrate one common design challenge for parallel system. In the WordCount benchmark, beyond the first added node (Fig. 11) , there is a notable improvement for Pig, Hive and JAQL. These three MapReduce-based HLQL are all capable to use the additional processing capacity up to 2 nodes. At each point, we notice no further expansion in three MapReduce-based HLQL running time performance. However, Big SQL does not benefit from adding nodes. As result, the running time performance is decreased by 43% from one to ten nodes (Fig. 11) . By considering on Fig. 12 , which corresponds to the different running time performances, we can see that this experiment has different improvements compared to WordCount benchmark. This experiment, scale-out for Join benchmark, can not demonstrate that the addition of the nodes is beneficial for JAQL, Hive and Pig which achieve similar change. Therefore, Big SQL knows a good feedback with the addition of nodes. It has managed to decrease the running time performance by 60% (Fig. 12 ). The developers decide the number of reducers. Even if they have too many reducers and they can not determine the optimal number of reducers, context-switching overhead of reducer tasks will have a significant impact of performance. Whilst the number of mappers is determined automatically, based on the split size which is 64 MB for each block. By default, one reducer is set in Hadoop configuration. There is a performance impact associated with MR jobs when investigating and controlling the number of reducer tasks. Many accomplished works have focused on Hive, Pig and MR, aiming to control reducers and to specify their required number while Big SQL and JAQL did not. JAQL and Big SQL will be added in this benchmark. Figures 13,  14 depict the results of controlling the number of reducers. Beyond 40 Reducers tasks, there is an increase in running time performance for all MapReduce-based HLQL. In parallel, Reduce tasks parameter increases to 100, whereas JAQL and Big SQL are all able to utilize the increasing number of Reducer tasks for the optimization of runtime capacity up to 40 Reducers tasks. WordCount program shows these results in Fig. 13 .
Controlling number of reducers
An important contrast between the WordCount and the join benchmark, shown in Figs. 13, 14 respectively, proves that the three MapReduce-based HLQL, Big SQL, Pig and Hive achieve the fastest running time performance at 50 reducers, after which, performance grows gradually (Fig. 14) . To summarize this experiment, the additional expressive of Reducer number can optimize performance with 40% (Fig. 14) . In other words, controlling Reducers tasks provide more performance penalty with an increase of 50% in runtime performance (Fig. 13) .
MapReduce-based HLQL summary and discussion
An important characteristic of all the four MapReduce-based HLQL, JAQL, Big SQL, Pig and Hive presented in this paper is that they are not limited to the core functionality of each language, which means they are all extendable by the used of UDF. These allow (Fig. 6) . Based on the results achieved in this paper, JAQL does not competitive with the running time performance of Big SQL, Hive and Pig as shown in "Increasing input size metric" and "Scale-out number of nodes" sections. However, it does not change much performance by adding additional nodes, as shown in Fig. 12 . JAQL shows similar query runtime performance to Hive, but the flexibility is still needed. Furthermore, JAQL is designed to enable developers to use MR framework when it is needed, such low-level characteristics with declarative data-flows.
Big SQL is the most concise language, with an average ratio with MR Java of just 4.9%, as shown in Table 1 . It presents the new-generation of SQL on Hadoop framework. In fact, for the previously mentioned constructs, it is exactly native SQL. The Big SQL engine supports joins, grouping, unions, common table expressions, and other familiar SQL expressions. The Big SQL LOAD command simply read and moves data directly from several relational DBMS systems as well as from files stored locally or in HDFS. Big SQL can use Hadoop's MR framework to process various query tasks in parallel or execute the queries locally within the Big SQL server whichever may be most appropriate for these queries. Big SQL has shown up a challenge for comparative studies like this report. In addition to the fact that these languages are comparatively new, they are moving targets when trying to build fair and relevant performance and feature comparisons. Pig is a high-level dataflow language for Hadoop that allows writing MR operations by the scripting language of Pig, Pig Latin. When writing a Pig Latin script, it is not necessary for developers to think about the MR paradigm since Pig handles the transformation of the script to the particular MR jobs. Pig has a concise language, with an average ratio with MR Java of 21.1%, while Hive has 25.4%, as shown in Table 1 . Figure 10 shows that Pig and JAQL have almost the same runtime performance when scaling input size for the Join benchmark. In "Scale-out number of nodes" section, by adding nodes, the results show that Pig takes advantage from adding nodes with 66.3% of decreasing in runtime performance (Fig. 12) . Hive knows a very low change, as shown in WordCount benchmark presented in Fig. 11 . Besides the above observations presented in Join benchmark and illustrated in Fig. 12 , Hive is not designed for online transaction processing and offer neither real-time queries nor row level updates. It is best applicable for query batch jobs to process large sets of immutable data, like web log processing.
Conclusion
This paper is a comparative study of the four MapReduce-based HLQL built on the top of MR processing model. The languages under investigation are JAQL, Big SQL, Hive and Pig designed to translate their queries into native MR jobs and provide more abstract query facilities instead of using low-level MR. The baseline numerical metrics reported in this paper are: increasing input size, scale-out number of nodes, controlling number of reducers. Moreover, the language conciseness of each MapReduce-based HLQL gives insight from programming language perspectives, such as: ease of programming and configuration to link with Hadoop, execution environment. This conciseness settles a ground for comparison that to see how expressive are the MapReduce-based HLQL, in order to determine whether or not MapReduce-based HLQL pay a performance penalty for providing more abstract languages. In fact, Big SQL has proved to be the best solution for the problem of integrating native SQL query processing on the top of MR. Whilst Pig Latin shows its limitation that lies in its expressiveness. In most benchmarks, Pig and JAQL have almost shown the same performance when increasing input size. Even though, it has the biggest percentage in source lines of code metric comparing to others, Hive provides performance closest to Big SQL. Finally, this report also highlights the concise nature of the presented MapReducebased HLQL. These languages provide an abstract layer to remove the burden away from developers. The paper provides also a summary comparison for developers to choose the MapReduce-based HLQL which fulfill their needs and interests. The findings have also proved that the presented MapReduce-based HLQL make soft migration of existing competences with SQL skills and systems to not cost-effective Big Data environment.
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